
 
1.  Worksheet #11 
2.  

 
3.   = these are, meaning, all of the previous. Sometimes  means all of the following. 

3.1.  According to the  the word  is referring to what is coming. 
4.   = the previous creations are all products of . The ingredients of all creation were 

around in  and .  
5.  

 

5.1.  Rashi Q:  seems redundant? 
5.2.  Rashi A1: It repeats  in order to stress the point that all of the  was in place on day #1. 
5.3.  Rashi A2:  focuses on the . With the letter , Hashem created this world. The opening on the 

bottom is for the wicked to fall into the abyss. 
5.3.1.  The two explanation seem to be addressing two separate issues. Answer #1 explains the 

connection between creation and . According to answer #2, the  makes it two 
 with two different thoughts. 

5.3.2.  Re: Answer #2: the  quoted could have said . Instead it says , 
meaning "with the 2 letters  and , Hashem created the world. 

5.3.3.  Another explanation regarding the letter  is that it's the easiest letter to pronounce 
5.3.4.  the opening of the  on top is a  for 

 

6.  The  is mentioned here for the first time even though from the beginning there was a combination 
of  and  because of . 

7.  Other 

 

7.1.   = same letters as , the world was created with 's attribute = 
This would also explain the small . It is to hint that the  was added to 's name later. 

7.2.  : Why does it first say  and then ? At first , which is possible for 
 even though it is not possible for . Now  that it switches to , as evidenced by 's name 

we mention  first which is more suitable for . 
8.  

 

9.   = trees 

 

10.  Until a  is created, there is no purpose for 

 

11.  

 

11.1.  Rashi Q: Why the doubling? 
11.2.  Rashi A1:  is His name and  is a description

 is the noun and  is the verb 
12.  

 

13.   commonly translated as "mist" , says a cloud 
14.   are an introduction to  and have nothing to do with agriculture, as is seen in Rashi: 
15.  

 

15.1.  Rashi Q: It just said it didn't rain and now it says it did? 
15.2.  Rashi A: This is not rain for plants but for making man! 

15.2.1.  The reason it says  is because earth was used from throughout the world to create 
, therefore, even though this was not rain for growing, rather for softening the earth, in needed 

to come from all over.
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